It may seem a long way off now but P7 will soon end and you’ll begin
thinking about the big move from primary to secondary school.
Changing school should be exciting but you might also feel a bit
nervous. It will involve a lot of changes and new experiences for
you!
This is your Transition Workbook. You can use it at home to
prepare for coming to Kyle in August. It will hopefully explain a lot
about secondary school and answer some of your questions, as well
as help to prepare you for all the changes ahead!
We hope that you will enjoy all the different activities in the book with
some additional support and advice online. Complete the sections at
your own pace in any order you wish.

The name of my new school is: Kyle Academy
The address is:

Overmills Road
Ayr
KA7 3LR

The telephone number is: 01292 612338
The name of the head teacher is: Miss Mary Byrne
School starts at: 8:45am every day
School finishes at: 3:40pm (Mon/Tues) and 2:50pm (Wed-Fri)

I will travel by: (car/bus/walking/bike/train)
I will need to leave my house at:
The first day of S1 is (date):
My registration class will be:
My guidance teacher will be:
My senior buddy will be:
My year head will be:

What else would you like to find out about your new school before
you start? Think of a few questions you would like to know the
answer to. When you find out the answer add it below.
1.

Answer:

2.

Answer:

3.
Answer:
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This is our Guidance Team. They are each attached
to one of our four house groups – Belleisle, Craigie,
Rozelle and Wallace. They will support you in a
variety of ways during your time at Kyle Academy.
When class groupings are decided you will be able to
identify your Guidance Teacher and add their name to
your school profile on previous pages.
In school you can find them on the first floor of our main
building.
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Answering the following questions honestly will help you
reflect on how you are feeling right now and highlight the
need for any support from staff, family or friends with the
transition.

1. What do you imagine secondary school will be like?

2. When you think about moving to secondary school what
feelings or physical sensations do you experience?

3. What are you looking forward to most about Kyle?

4. What are you looking forward to the least? Try to explain…

5. What is your biggest fear about secondary school?

6. What could you do to work on this?

7. If you have spoken to someone who attends your new
school already, what have they told you about it?

8. How do you imagine you will be feeling on your first day of
secondary school?

9. What strategies might you use to deal with feeling nervous or
worried as you start secondary school?

10. Name at least one person you would be able to talk to about

any concerns you have about starting secondary school?

Most Primary 7 pupils feel a little nervous about going to a
school which is so much bigger than their primary school. They
might feel worried about getting lost, or being late for a lesson
because they’re not sure of where to go.
Most of you will now have visited the school at least once for a
tour or a meeting with your parents and some of you may have
visited the school for a sibling’s parents’ evening, concert or
sports event.
It is inevitable that you will have difficulty finding where you
need to be at least once…it happens to the staff too! For the
first week or so senior pupils will be on hand to escort you from
class to class.

Top tips from previous S1 are:
• Remember where the office is so you can make your way
back there if you get lost.
• Stick with class mates who are heading to the same next class.
• If all else fails ask for help…we really are friendly you know!

One of the first pieces of information you will be given
in August will be your timetable. It’s very important
because it not only tells you which lessons you will
have that day but it also gives you a clue about the
equipment you will need to pack in your bag the night
before. It also tells you what time each lesson starts
and finishes and in which room they will take place. If
you haven’t got a watch yet, it might be a good idea to
buy one to practise telling the time and getting to places
on time.

Usually the timetable will also let you know
which teacher you will have for each subject.
Instead of just one teacher, you’re going to have
to get used to ten or more different people being
in charge of your class each week!

You will have 6 or 7 different subjects every day depending
which day it is and some will be in special rooms. For
example science will usually take place in a science lab and
P.E lessons may take place in the P.E block or outside on
the playing fields.

On the next few pages you will find a
timetable of the school day, an example
S1 timetable and an activity to complete
which will help you to familiarise yourself
with the school week.

INTERVAL

PERIOD 5

LUNCH

PERIOD 6

PERIOD 7

10.35

10.50 – 11.40

11.40 – 12.30

12.30 – 1.20

1.20 – 2.00

2.00 – 2.50

2.50 – 3.40

PERIOD 2

INTERVAL

PERSONAL
SUPPORT

PERIOD 4

PERIOD 3

PERIOD 4

LUNCH

PERIOD 5

PERIOD 6

9.45 -10.35

10.35

10.50 – 11.40

11.40 – 12.30

12.30 – 1.10

1.10 – 2.00

2.00 – 2.50

PERIOD 2

8.45 8.55

8.55 – 9.45

9.45 -10.35

PERSONAL
SUPPORT

PERIOD 3

PERIOD 1

PERIOD 1

8.45 8.55

8.55 – 9.45

MON

TUES

WED

THUR

FRI

Example S1 Timetable

Study the timetable of the school day
and the S1 timetable from one of this
year’s Kyle Academy pupils to see if
you can answer these questions:

1. When do they have break and lunchtime? (remember
some days are different)

2. How long does each lesson last for?

3. Which room/rooms do they have English in?

4. Which of the subjects are you most looking forward to?

5. How often do they have art and when are the lessons?

In primary school, most of the equipment you
need is kept in the classroom. But at secondary
school, you will be expected to have your own
pencils and pens and you will have to carry them
all around with you. There are lots of other
things you might need too such as specific
ingredients for Home Economics and your
sports kit for Physical Education.
Each evening you will need to check your timetable for the
following day to make sure you have packed everything you
need in your bag.
Period
1

Maths

Period
2

Period
3

Period
4

Period
5

_______

HE

PE

Lunch

Science Music

Period
6

Period
7

Geography English

Write below what you might have to bring in your school bag for this day:

Period
1

Period
2

French History

Period
3

Period
4

Art

RMPS

Lunch

Period
5

Period
6

Computing

History

Write below what you might have to bring in your school bag for this day:

Home learning…not everyone’s cup of tea but it’s just one of
those things that you have to do and the more organised you
are, the less amount of time you’ll have to spend doing it.
In S1 you may start to get a wider variety of home learning than
you have been used to. Teachers will be stricter about getting
it done and handed in on time too. You will also need to learn
to manage your time to ensure tasks are completed for the right
subjects on the right days.
At Kyle Academy we use ‘Microsoft Teams’
which will help you do this! If you haven’t
already done this in primary school, you can
download
the
app
to
your
mobile
phones/computer to keep track of tasks set
by each subject teacher, what you have to
do and when it has to be finished.

Why is home learning important?
Home learning is really important because it shows the
teacher whether you’ve understood the work or not. It also
means that you can cover more work than the time allowed
by a lesson in school and your parents can find out more about
what you are learning.

Questions to ask….
You need to make sure that you really understand
all the rules about home learning. On the next
page there are some questions you could ask
some staff or pupils at your new school. You can
add a few more of your own if you like.

1. How long will I be expected to spend on homework each
night?

2. How will I know what to do?

3. How long will I have to complete it?

4. What should I do if I get confused when I’m trying to
complete a task at home?

5. What will happen if I forget to do it or forget to bring it in?

6. What should I do if I find the homework is too difficult

In Kyle Academy we are all learners. In our learning community
each of us has the determination and resilience to embrace the
challenges learning brings, and take responsibility for our own
learning and development - today and throughout our lives.

Most people in your class will probably want to talk about going to
secondary school because it’s a big step for you all. It’s good to talk
about all the exciting things ahead of you and it’s also good to tell
each other about the things you’re a bit worried about.

Sometimes though pupils can scare each other
unnecessarily because they have listened to rumours
about what the school is like.

Look up the word ‘rumour’ in the dictionary and write the
definition here:

Very often rumours are exaggerated stories. For example, a story
that there are gangs of older students taking money from new S1
pupils could be an exaggeration of a one off incident where an S4 boy
ran off with £1 when an S1 girl dropped it.
Rumours may have an element of truth in them but usually they contain
a lot of things which aren’t true. It’s best to listen to the facts that
members of staff tell you rather than the rumours pupils from the
school might tell you.
Write down some of the rumours you have heard:

Think about how realistic these rumours are and
try to put them out of your head!

How many people are in your P7 class?
How many years have you known them?
How many adults are there in the room?

Most children in your class will feel comfortable and happy
because they know everyone very well and feel like they
belong. Just having one teacher can make you feel safe too.
Going to secondary school can be different
because you won’t know everyone and it
may take a bit of time to feel like you
‘belong’ in your new registration class.

The important thing to remember is that
EVERYONE will feel the same way and that you’re
not alone. It’s actually a good opportunity to make
new friends and learn from adults who have
specialised in their particular subject.
Have a think about any staff/pupils you already know at Kyle:

Now think about P7 pupils you know from other schools in the
cluster you have met through clubs or activities:

Is there anyone in particular you’re really looking forward to
meeting?

Everyone has strengths and weaknesses. Some
pupils find it really easy to get to the top level on
a computer game whilst others never get past
Level 1. Some pupils have no problems drawing
amazing life-like pictures whilst others find it
difficult to draw a good stick-man.
It’s the same
love meeting
make lots of
how to begin

with making friends. Some pupils
new people, are very chatty and
friends easily. Others don’t know
to make even one new friend.

Top tips for making friends!
•

Smile

•

Ask polite questions

•

Join new clubs

•

Try new things

•

Accept that we are all different

•

Treat people as you would like to be treated

•

Shared interests – find out what you have in common

•

Be a good listener and show interest in what people say

•

Avoid gossiping and making jokes at the expense of others

Think of three interesting things you could say about yourself:

Write a letter to yourself which you can
read again when you finish secondary
school. Explain the hopes and dreams you
have for yourself as well as what you wish
to achieve by the time you finish secondary
school…

Date: ______________________________

Dear future me,
I am writing this letter while still in primary school and about to start Kyle Academy!
It is difficult to believe that I am now almost finished primary school and about to
move on to the next exciting step in my life!

